
Babycenter

Include:

Travel bed
Bassinet
Changing table 
Accessory tray
Mobile with sweet trailers and music box
Wheels
Folding mattress 
Carrying bag 

Highlights:

Comfortable travel or second bed with extensive accessories - ideal even for newborns.

also on tour: sleep like at home

Thanks wheels it can be easily slide into any room.

The bed folds up fast and small and transported in a practical carrying bag

optional: foam mattress Sleeper + Fitted Sheets

Productimages:
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Babycenter

The remarkable high-class travel cot Babycenter. Easy travelling with a baby. The chief
attraction: it offers anything you need for a visit at the grandparents' or for your holiday.
This travel cot provides your child with the usual feeling of security - no matter where you
are.

This comfortable Babycenter comes along with extensive accessories. The set includes a
second floor, a changing table, an accessory tray, a mobile, a folding mattress and a
practical carrying bag.

The mobile with cute figures and built-in music box puts your baby gently to sleep.
Enough space for diapers and other baby items is offered by the accessory tray on the
side.

Already your newborn can sleep comfortably and safely on the second floor, the elevated
lying area. Thanks to the second floor, you can lay your baby down in a back-friendly
manner.

The cot can be moved around easily and without any problems thanks to the two wheels.
It can be built up and folded down in only a few simple steps and can be stored
space-savingly.

Optionally and as an addition available: the comfortable extra mattress "Sleeper".
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Babycenter

Colorvariants
607435 Bear 607558 Giraffe 607589 Multi Dots Sand 607596 Birdie Grey

Equipment characteristics

Sound module

Mobile

Wheels

Foldable

Wipeable

Measurements and weights

Measurements built-up (max.) 129 x 69 x 83 cm

Measurements folded (max.) 32 x 32 x 79 cm

Measurements lying area 120 x 60 cm

From birth to 9 kg

From birth to 9 kg

From 0 months to 15 kg

Sending information

Pack size 32 x 32 x 83 cm

Weight total single item (without box) 12,6 kg

Weight total single item (incl. box) 13,9 kg
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Babycenter

Test results and awards:

Product Videos

[DE] hauck - Babycenter
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9D6s_gZkCU8

[EN] hauck - Babycenter
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a86nfD0LQpI

https://www.youtube.com/hauckfunforkids
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Babycenter

Lifestyle Image
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